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This  Domain  defines  the  users  who  have  access  to  an  organization’s

information system. The user domain can be configured to internal use only

and only the IT Department can grant access privilege for Remote Access

Point.  An Acceptable  use  policy  (AUP)  will  be  enforced  in  this  domain  to

define what each user can and cannot do with any company data he or she

has access to. Every user in the organization is responsible for the security of

theenvironment.  Workstation  Domain  In  a  workstation  domain  all  users

connect to the IT infrastructure. 

Richman Investments provide very secure access for the employee 

workstation with a username and password in order for the user to log into 

the machine. Security protocol requires the password to be change every 30 

days. Regular updates and continuous antivirus protection are maintained on

all company computers. In addition, no personal devices are allowed on the 

network. LAN Domain Local Area Network domains connect computers, 

printers, and servers to each other physically through a wire or wireless 

connection. This domain includes data closets, physical elements of the LAN, 

and logical elements designated by authorized personnel. 

It can access company-wide systems, application, and data from anywhere

with the LAN. A LAN domain requires strong security and access controls,

since the biggest threat to this domain is un-authorized access to anything

on  the  network.  To  require  strict  security  protocols  we  can  disable  all

external access ports for the workstations. Doing this will prevent any user

within the company from bringing an external jump drive, and connection it

to  the  workstations.  Also  this  will  help  us  control  company  intellectual

property, and prevent viruses on the LAN network. 
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